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BITRODUCTION
COfflparlson of Farm Mechanization
Tara meohanization ia a deTeXopsaLant of oociparatiTeXy
raeent origin. Itoohanizad farming laany far>reaehiag
effdota on the aooncsny of a country and it has a profound
infXuenoo upon the work and weXX*being of the farmer hijaseXf*
The production per agricultural worlcer has been increased
many tiiiws by farza laachinery in the aid-^west of the United
States and the drudgery of farm labor lias been decreased#
work in the field seldom ezceeda nine hours per day whiXe
It was not uaoojsH&on to toiX an extremeXy long day, often of
twelTe to sixteen hours, when hand methods preTailed« The
labor of wooaen has been largely oliminated from fleXd work*
There has been a marked advance in the wages of fain Xaborers,
contributing to a higher standard of living# yields of
crops h(iV8 been greatly increased and the quality of crops
inproved* Due to tlio aDchauizatlon of ogrlculture in the
United States, it is possible for only 13#3 pe^ cent (6) of
the population to produce food tor the entire nation and
8<»«time8 an excess for export also#
The use of maohinery ia aerieultore has not developed
in India for various reasons# Plowing is carried on by the
power of two bulloolca and a wooden plow* The harrestlng of
all small garains end grass la done by using a sioKle, which
is a bent piece of ordinary steel with a wooden handle, the
cutting edge beiiic sharp and serrated. The separating of
strew and grain ia done oanoally by beating a siaall bunoh of
fltaUcs on a wooden board or on the floor* The prisiitiTe
method eoaployed in biblical ti^s is still an aeeeptad prae-
tioe wherein treading of the grain by oxen, sometimes palling
a weighted sled<?e over the grain, is adopted for threshing.
The faxraers make use of a natural draft of wind. Figure 1, to
separate oheff and the crrain and often have to wait for days
for a favorable and sufficiently strong wind# The grading
of graia is nostly unoomncm and is carried on for special pur
poses, as in narKeting, when the grain fetehes a higher price
or for separating seeds of a certain sixe for seeding pur*
poses. Thus, farm inipleaLents bave reoained without any i»-
provejnout frota primitive tljaes in India*
Harvesting Sxoall Grains
Tha harvesting of sriall grains Is attended by some prob-
leaiB* Dae to the lerge acreage of crop to be harvested at
the sane tins ia an area, there is a general shortage of.
labor for the purpose. SdastiisM weather eoaditlona also
limit the period for roaplng. If the weather is cloudy or
aoooxapanied by small showers of rain. It will lengthen the
-3-
7igar« X« Winnowing Sull Ox^ln by the Aotion of the \Vlnd
period of drsriBg of tbe graios. All the avalisble labor i»
usually busy in reaping; otherwise, the stauding grains band
down to the ground as the steoa dry* Due to tha shortage of
labor the out ^ains are sometimes left too long in asnall
bundles on the field and thus are liable to the attaok of
wUito ants. The yield Is safe when the grain ia bundled and
heaped up in a separate place called threshing floor* A
heavy demand for labor is aoBde at the tinie of reaping the
crop and in most oases the entire family of the farster worses
during this period* Any delay in reaping at the eorreot tloe
mesBs soBia loss of grain as it falls to the ground and cannot
be recovered fully*
Harvesting Labor * A Bottleneck
About the labor required in harvesting, Cyrus MoCormick
(14* P» 204) states:
Up to the advent of the reaper, the peak load
of the agricultural cycle was in the harvest*
It was always easier with the bounty of nature
and even with tho crudest of tillage Inplements
to make a crop than to p^ather it* McCormlok's
invention, replacing the sickle, the scythe,
and the cradle with a oozapotent machine, shifted
the incidence of tlxae and labor to the turning
of the soil* Thus McConolck opened the door to
mechanized agriculture*
It haa been observed that (5» P« 173) a comparison of
the tliae required to produce wheat entirely by hand tools
with that xreg^uired with jnodern machine methods indicates
-5-
that tha output per worker has been inoreased more than thirty-
foXd* No douhty historians will agree that the reaper was
the outstanding oaohine developed during its day and that it
sade possible the rapid derelopaent of new lands ia the United
States during its period. The labor requireaent in harvest*
ing forma a bottleneek in agrieultural operations.
Extent of Small Grain Crops in India
To estixsate tiie requireirients of harrosting labor in
India^ no referenoes oould be located, but the cereal crops
of rioe and wheat present tlie main problems (12, p« 290) •
The total area of land whioh oan be ooltivated in India is
about olllioa aereSy whish is exolusive of forest area of
approximately 68 nillion aores* The total gross sropped
area, sown annually, ia roughly 248 million aoros* Of this
vast area, 187 million aorea are under oereal and pulse crops
of all kinds* Of the total world production, India aeoounts
for about 26 per cent in rice and 7 per cent in wheat*
Aoreages of Rioe and v/heat
Rise and wheat are the two important food crops and these
two srops oooupy about 38 2>er oast of the total ealtivated
lend in India. From the point of view of area oultivated,
they are the first and second biggest crops, respectively,
cotton coming only third with about 25 xaiXlion acres
•6^
a. J«ip of Jn&im ^ ot ^ropc
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annually (4^ p, 1)« The aooorax>an3rln€ inap, 7igor« 2^ shows
the distribution of these loain crops (11)»
Riee> Rioe is the most extensively grown erop in India
{12, p« 292) and on an average oeoupies about 28 per cent of
the total eultivated area* The area under rioe fluetaates
slightly around 72 nillion acres and the yield is about 27
million tons. In 1940*1941 the total area nnder rioe was
69 million acres with a total approxlraate yield of 27 million
tons# The following table indicates the extent of rioe crop
in the sevaral provinces of India as in 1934-1935#
Table I
Sztent of Rioe Crop in India 1934<»1935
(in thousands)
"province Area in
acres
PrWuotlon
In tons
Bengal 20,740 8,273
Bihar and Orissa 13,734 4,688
Madras U,056 4,981
United Provinces 6,437 1,937
All ot^r Provinces
and States
17,236 5,725
Total all India 69,203 25,604
India. Husain, 191«
-Vheat» (12, p» 292) V/lieat is grown widely throughout
northern India as a winter crop* This crop occupies on an
<-8-*
aTerae«f about XO per oeat of the total oultlTated area in
the eountry* Tbe largest wteat acreage of xeoont years was
that of 1933-1934; aanely, 36 million aorea. ."ieoent crops
have averaged about 9 jalllion tons por annum. With the de-
velopiaent of irri^^ation in the Punjab end 3ind, a further
increase in wheat production is certain* Ti:e crop is
generally harvested In March and April and the threshing and
winnoving go on ontll the end of May* ^e following table
shows the acreage under wheat and also the yield in 1934-
1935.
Table II
Extent of v^heat Crop in India 1934-1935
(in thousands)
Province Acres Tield in tons
Punjab 10,453 3,498
United Provinces 7,671 2,554
Bihar and Orlssa 1,197 505
Central Provinces
and Berar
3,713 781
Boahay 2,219 434
Sind 1,165 272
All other Provinces
and States
8,073 1,681
Total all India 34,W1 9,725
Husain, 137*
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RoglonaXlzation of Irrigated Crops
Whea the slow methods of hand implemoata are practised
ill egriculture, it is not poasitle to carry out seeding and
herresting in a period of time sufficiently short to prevent
serious losses due to climatic conditions or exposusre of
orops to rftia and viiid* Speed is very important as two to
three erope a year are raised In aoae of the riee growing
regions of India. The transplaating of rioe seedlings is
a practice developed because of the lixaited amount of tisa
available between the reaping end the next sowing season.
soon after a reaping is over the land has to ba irrif>'eted,
plowed, etc., while in the meantime the harvested f^rain will
be kept in the threshlne floor for want of lebor.
alee and wheat are the siain irrigated crops in India,
aXthoogh other erops, sueh as sugar oane, are gromi in rota*
tion* About 17 per eent of the oultivated area is under
irrigation at present. It is also in these irrigated areas
that siore than one crop is raised per year at close intervals
on the same land, such giving rise to e shortage of labor at
harvest time. la recent tijoes the area under irrigation is
being increased rapidly and hence labor shortages will become
loore accute in certain regions as topography and rainfall
o2»raoteristios determine the traots for irrigated farming.
The extent of Irrigation will increase as it is a polioy of
the governiaents that evffii if an irrigation scheme yields a
-10-
poor rinaiieifil return cm the outlay^ It should be eairled
out for the indirect benefit which it confers upon the coontrj*
The followine tahle illustrates the reglonalizatlon of irri
gation as it stood la 1937*193!3*
Table 111
Statement Showing Percentage Area Irrieatad
in Socie of the ProTinoes of India
(In thousands)
]^iaiae of
Province
Total area
sown in
acres
Area irrigated
by government
irrigation
works
Percenta^^e of
area irri
gated to
total area
sown
Sii&a 3.441 4,849 89.12
Punjab 31»572 12,291 38.80
Madras 36,917 7,565 20.5
Province 2,519 460 18.2S
Dhited Province 35,542 5.163 U.53
Total all India - - I7.OO56
Source: Compiled froui tlie Indian Tear i^oo^c 1944-194^ •
P. 31S»
ftioe and wheat cultivation are closely allied to irriga
tion and the abOTe statoaient brings out clearly that shortages
in harvest labor are sore acoute in particular regions of the
country.
Sowiiie ftnA Harrestlzi^ seasons
There is usually a very llmitod anount of tine avallal^le
for harveatin^^ purposes • The followljif: table gives the time
of sowing and harvesting the iraportant ooreal crops in India.
Table IV
TiM of Sowing and Harvesting
Rioe and T/heat Crops in India
OS of
B38rs=^|^a=|F==
sowing harveatinp;
niee May^une Septenber
Itay-Auguat Deoember->^auuary
January-February May-June
vmeat ootober-Deoember Mareh-£^ay
Note; In Madras the first rioe crop is sown
between April and oetobor and the second crop
between iieptenber and I.faroh« The first crop ic
harvested between September and March and the
second crop between January and T«my«
Sources Report of the Great Britain Royal Caamia-*
sion on Agriculture in India. P. 706.
Indian Agricultural Implements
A note on Indian implements will not be out of the way
hare. In general, ooltivating ifflpleaents are few and simple
la Indie, The tools sost ooxamonly ased by the average
farmer in the villages are a plow, harrow, seed drill, pielD»
axe, hoe, siekle and scythe* Figure 3 shows some of these
inplements. Practically no harvesting machinery is in use.
-12-
Figure 3, Agricultural Implements Used in an
Indian Village
r"
Figure ASickle Used for Reaping in India
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the orops being out end gathered hy head* Most grain crops
are treaded under the feet of anlnala for separating the grain
and all eereal erops are winnowed hj the ageney of wind*
Table T lists soioe of the laplesients and tools used In the
Tillage.
Table V
ImploBients and Tools Used In Indie
of
laplemeat
Lite In
years
Coat Uaa Tsopalr
charf:e8/3rr
as as ps I£S as ps
Plow with
yoke
5 IX 0 0 Flowing 2 8 0
ilarrow 5 1 0 0 Leveling
the ground
Seed Drill 5-7 0 7 0 Sowing seeds
Axe 10 0 12 0 Chopping wood
and branohes
of trees
0 12 0
Plek»Aze 7 1 0 0 Dlgf^lng the
ground
Hoe 7 1 0 0 Ordinary
hoelni^
Sloicle 5 0 10 0 Reaping erops
and grass
0 3 6
Carts 10 80 0 0 For trans
portation
11 0 0
G. Gm Muichtyar* pm 144«
Of these, the jaost useful Implenents aooordlng to the notion
of the people are oartf plow and seed drill for the aTerage
-u-
r&rmdr* Tlie axmuftl repair ohargas for foor sloklea is about
R8 0~lV-0» or about 28 eents. 7ha oorrent exehan^ ratta la
about 30 IT* S. eaata to a Rapea of India.
-15-
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Tiia Prooess of H&rrestiiig
Tlie siokle is tlxe only known tool for cutting small
grairtB, JPl^ores 4 and 5* Here Is & dssorlptlon of harvest**
ine rioe in South India by Dr. Gilbert Slater (22, p« XO-ll)t
The reaping in partioular is an extra**
ordinary aight« A number of aen olad in
loin oXothQS only, sqtmt in the field
that ia ripe for harTesting* At that
tiiue the rioe stslks no longer stand up**
right, but are laid before tho wind, vfork
begins 8t the windward edge. Kaoh inan
has a sickle, about the size and shape of
a ssoall bill^^hook but with a serrated
edee< He squats on the ground on his
heels, holds the stalks that grow from a
singlo root in his left hand, severs th«i
close to the ground v/ith a blow from the
sickle in his right hand, then i^ently de
posits the bundle of out stalks on one
side. Then, still squatting, he shifts his
position by an inch or two and si^iilarly
deals with the next root. In the eouree of
a day elgM men may out an acre. In other
distriois, it is the custom for women to
cut the oom (meaning small ^eins) and in
Mysore X was informed that it took 15
woiaan to out an acre in a day. They collect
it into buzidles, carry these on tiieir head
along tho earth embankments to the nearest
village threshing'; floor, which is a small
plot of land, elevated sufficiently above
the level of the paddy fields to keep dry.
A san there receives the bundles, shakes
out the loose grain and tosses the straw
onto a heap to be subsequently trodden on
by oxmx to reoover t2ie remainder*
AS quoted by S2r. Gilbert Slater, (22, p. 11}» H* 0« Wood
•16-
yleure 5« Anotter Typo of Sioklo for Grain with a
Thick Stem
figure 6* Tb» Oomon ?5oytU© with soath (TiaMlo) so In ^Jbo
1q tua Uoitsd atatea
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in a "Notabook of Aerloultural Faats and rigoraa" atataa aa
rollovias
Six to ten ta&zL or ten to twelve women will
reap the orop of one aore per day* Bundling
and oarrying to the floor close by, two men
and four vfomeu ere required per aore for one
day.
Harvesting Methods in the United ^jtates
Cyrua MoCormiols: atataa (14» p* 14):
In all the two oenturiea before ld31» there
had been invented, but two new agriealtoral
implements for harvestinr; the eoythe in the
16th Century, Figure 6, and the cradle.
Figure 7» ia the eighteenth. This a
lerge acythe with wooden finders fastened to
the back of the blade in such a i^y ttat the
out grain Tell on thorn and was deposited in
a swath on the f^round. The cradle was heavier
than the scythe and except as certain skilled
harvesters learned to awin^ it with e rhythm
correaponding to the momentum of its weif;ht,
it was harder to use sucoessfully* The erain
fell from it in regular rows instead of the
tangled^ scattered bunchea left by the scythes;
so when the binders came along thoy eould maka
better speed*
Harvest work In United States before the reaper was at
best a period of drudgery. {14» p* 14) A Icmg line of
arouching men stooping; acroaa a field, with a seorohing son
beating on their backs, arms swinging heavy knives into
tough t^rain, musclcs tensing to lift and drop burdens, men
were almost slaves of feeur struggling to avert famine.
This was what harvest labor meant to farmara before the age
of ttaehinery*
The reaper was the first of the iBLplements by whieh
-18-
Pigure 7» Th® Cradle—The Best Hand-Operated Hearvest-
ing Implement
-19-
oeebftZLlzttd power wae broos^it to t2i« aid of agrioaltaira. 0&«
by one, ItB progear begaa to appear on the soena; the self
raice reaper, the v/ire binder, and the twlno binder* The
first combine appeared in Gallfornla in 186? and the flrat
eelf-propelled oombine was put out about 1914.
Rloe linrvestinii is carried out in California largely by
asixxg eojiOsinea in reoent tiaos. The push binders, whioh ara
binders oouisted in front of traetors, are soraetimi osed to
open oheoica. These out a swath direetly in front of the
traetor; thus considerable rloe is saved whioh would normally
be traiaped down during the first round. The roodem self-
propelled eoisbinos have solTed the difficulty of openlnj^ the
cheeks and they are novi used in increasing numbers*
The Need for Machine l^ethods
in As^icoltural Production
It is needless to describe why it is neoesscury to re
place hand labor by nachlne methods* lAbor, in step with
modern progress, desisnds fewer working hours end a hlgjier
rate of pay per hour. Only by increasing the output of labor
per man hour can that inevitable deraand be met* Hazards due
to weather, rainfall and other seasonal conditions, must ever
reaain a factor in this speculative industry but they can and
ahottld be •Inlnized by an Inoreased use of machines and ia»
creased rate of worldng.
Improved ia^lemsnts are also necessary to Inerease the
«*20-
•ffioi«no7 of tbe egrlouXtural labor«r (22» p« 17) • TI10 foX*
Iowlc£ is au aoaXyala by Dr* Gilbert Slater, Profesaor of
Indian toonosiloB, UnlTerslty of Madras.
Th® land is extraordlntirily productive, but
tbe labor la extraordinarily unproduotive in
south India. Fron a oomparison of results in
reaping and plowing, it might be estimated
rougl^ily that a week*a work by a ryot or eoolie
in the Madras presldenoy is about equal to a
day*s work by a British agricultural laborer
if unaided by maohinery* • • • It would follow
that on the averacG the Indian agriculturist
durlni: a year does only whet would on British
Standards be one month's work. This comparison
is not quite fair to t}ie Indian worker, as he
would doubtless be zoore expeditious over plow>»
ing and reaping If it were necessary, but the
faot reniains that an Indian worker earns very
low wages, has a very low standard of expendi
ture, euid attains a very low level of effi*
oiency and these three characteristics of
Indian life are so inter-oonnsoted that It is
impossible to say which is the cause rath«r
than the effect.
A supply of improved tools and machlnos at costs within the
easy reach of peasants, should oertelnly Inprove their effi*
ciency.
So long as the sickle and the scythe are the instruaonts
of agrioultural production, the area of land under production
is limited to the amount of labor available* The amount of
land cultivated per agricultural worker is far less in India
than many other industrialized countires, and there still
exists about 30 per cent of the entire land which has not been
brou(^t under cultivation, although it is fit for agriculture
in other respects (9^ p. 604) • It may be hoped that v/ith
better impleiadnta more of this land oan be brought under the
plow.
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Vowadaya, oondltloaa demand that all the work done
abould be ixlghly productive and It la a very aeeeptable fea
ture of the xa&ohlne that It Is capable of extended employ^
raent In the busy seasona with not much Increase In cost.
The Eiaohlne Introduces a very welcome element of flexibility
Into processes^ tiiae for which is rigidly restricted by the
aaeaoji*
How the effioianey of labor la being inereaaed by adopt
ing machine methods of production la clear from the following
•xtraot (3» P* 312)* The amount of manual labor required to
produce 20 bushels of wheat per acre was 57*7 laAQ hours by
rudiiitentary methods cf 1630 when the sickle and flail were
used; in 1896, with the binder and stationary thresher, it
was reduced to 3.8 iaan hours; and only 3*3 inan hours wore re
quired when using the combined harvester-thresher in 1930*
The general Increased efficiency of man labor In farming was
estimated at 18 per cent higher In 1922-1926 than in 1913-
1922, and this increase in efficiency could be attributed
mainly to the increased use of machines and mechanical power.
It should also be remembered that cutting the ripe grain Is a
type of woric in which speed is soflietiines much more important
than the cost of the operations.
Perfoxmnces by Hand and l^aohine Methods
The reaping of grain Is undertaken at a time when the
moisture eontent of the kernels Is about 20 to 30 per cent
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and the bendiog of the bead la uauelly taken as an Indication
that the grains are ready for harvesting. It Is also at this
stage that the land will be free from dampness and will be
sufficiently dry for persons to move about in the field*
After they are out, the ^ains are deposited in small bundles
(the perliaeter being about 10 inches) and the land should be
aaoh as not to wet then or increase their moisture eontent.
Zn a patch of field whleh Is about 40 feet wide, about eight
to ten people start cutting at one end and nill haTe a cutt
ing width of about four feet each* Th€6'"proeeed laoTing In
the squatting position^ Figure 8, and it is estiiuBted that
each person will reap about 0*20 acre in a ten-hour day*
This is the story with a sicKle.
The following is a coaparatiTe table of harvesting rice
by several nethoda froia an unpublished report by '.Yaa-He-Chua
aab&ltted to the International Training AdsilnistratioBy 1946*
Table VI
Tiffle Required for Harrestlng Rice
by Different l^ethods
Hand operation with sickles 0*20 acre per
10-hour day
Animal drawn 5* harvester- 6 acres per
thresher at 1*2 miles per hr* 10-hour day
Tractor drawn 5* harvester 10 acres per
at 2 lailes per hr* 10-hour day
sources From an unpubiisiiad report^y Mr* 'van-
He-Chun submitted to the International
Training Administration, 1946*
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n
Figure 8, Harvesting Rice Crop by a Sickle in South India
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A furtlier atateioent of oompfirieon of offlolenoy of dif
ferent harvesting iiapXemente is given l>eXcw« These ere the
results of testa oonduoted by 2}r« B* Davidson end e few
Chinese students in the stmmer of 1945 st tlie Xomi State
College Seseareh Tareu
Table VII
Performance of Different Harvestinrr Imploiaents
Ilorvestla^:* Irziplenant Tlifie req.iilred by
one nan to cut
one acre
Area harvested
by one nan in
one hour
hr. riln* acre
U* s* sieiae 40 46 0.0245
Indian Siolcl.« 53 0.0189
Cradle Id 15 0.0^46
Binder (I«n»C«)
size
21.25 2.83
Combine {A«C.} 33 1*67
subnitted to tha International Training
Adninistration^ 1946«
Harvesting Labor Compered to Other Labor
in Crop Production
NO inforsKition was available as regards the eomperison
of harvestinc: labor in relation to other types of fana labor
under Indian conditions far small e^^ein orops« It appears
that the laethods adopted in rioe farming in China are siriilar
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to those in India, L. Buolc (I, p. 299) statea that:
Inforuiation on shortaf^e of labor for farm
operations was obtained from 260 looalltiea,
nearly two-thirds of whleh reported Insof-
fioient labor at huTTesting tiiae. A greater
shortage occurred at harvesting than at
oaltivation, planting or irri^atine time*
Cultivating (1, p« 303) and harvesting are
the moat important farra operations in the
amount of labor oonsumed and threshing, plow
ing; and planting follow. Improveiuent in
ixaplexaents and machinery for these ojjerations
will benefit a large number of farmers, sinee
it is these operations which ocour at the
aost busy seasons of the year*
The following table shows the distribution of fana labor
for different operations in growing rice and wheat in these
localItlea.
Table Till
Pereentage of liitan Labor by Kinds of work
in Growing Rloe and '^heat
Name of operation Rice Wheat
Plowing 10 U
Planting 2 9
Transplanting 12 0
Cultivating Id U
Harveatlng 10 16
Carrying and threshing 13 20
Storage 2 5
All other operations 33 25
Oource: Coi^pilod from J. L« Buck, Land utilization in
China» Table 15» p« 304^
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Tli« Background of Indian Conditions
in aarvestizig
Meeiianleal power la not oonuaon in the cultivation of
land in India. Ballooka are the only source and they are
used for prlttary and aeoondary tillage operatlona and* also,
in the transportation of laanure and fam produats* During
harvesting, the bullocks are very little used, exeapt in
tranaportinf: the cut ^rain to the threshing floor and in sona
cases for treading the grain to separata the seeds. The prob-
laa arises as to iwliy the aniiaal power is not used, although
it is used for plowing and other purposes. One of the reasons,
•Tide&tly* is the want of a suitable machine. But suppose
that a aaobine ware available, would it be used under Indian
oonditlona? Tba reapers of the two-horsa or 8inela-*horaa
type with the aide out as used in the United states, nay not
find a general use in India for the following reasona, area
if slight modifloations are introduced to suit the draft of
the bullocics.
The costliest agricultural implement used by the Indian
farnier is a oart which costs about Hs 80 (525.00) and the
next laplaaent in order is the plow costinr about its 11
(13.00). Tha Indian sloUe,locally made, costs about 20
oents. The eoinparatlTaly high coat of the horse reapers
comes in the way of Ita general use. Thla is an aeonoHio
reason.
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plursleal reason is siore inportaat. Although tHe
oalt of holding or oaltivatlon may be as lar^e as tea aores,
the land Is further out down to smalldr areas to suit the
methods of Irrigation in rioe and «heat fields* In suoh small
areasy the reapers ceEinot be used without losing a substantial
peroentage of {train In the oomienoin^. cut* Further, the
side out reaper requires a Icrger radius of turning than re»
quired under plowing operations.
On the use of ooabines in the United states, it is said
la camera* Balletia 1$65 (19* p* 18) that:
The eombine can turn a square oomer within
the space of the previous svmth* A tractor
drawn combine usually turns a corner more
quioKly than does a horse drawn binder or
mower. The only disadvaatace which a ooabina
has in sf^ll fields in comparison with a
binder is that isore grain is crushed down on
the first round. The smaller the field, the
greater the proportion of the crop that is
lost in this way. If the grain in the borders
of the field is out preyiously with a binder
or laower, no sprain will be orushed down on the
first round of the CQBa>ine.
The loss in the eoemenolng oat, wMoh assuaes greater propoi?-
tlona as the siae of the land gets reduced, is the &ala
reason against the use of existing types of harvesting maohines.
A larger percentage of land Is in snail fragments and
it is the size of the plot that detemlnea the type of loachlne
or Ijaplement that oan be economically and oonveniently used,
although the size of the holdizig or the oultlvating unit
counts for the efficiency of agrleulture as a whole. Tor a
typioal Tillage (IS, appendix 71} in the provlnee of Boobay,
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witb a cultivated area of 3»143 aorea, there were 431 hold-
ines and a total of 2,642 plota, Thla gives an average
holding of about 7*3 acres and an average size of plot of
leas than 1«20 aores* There ware about six fragoeats to
•aeh lioldlag. It also reveals that the smttllest plot of
land was as low as 0.02 aore and there were sQxqr of this size*
The precise nature of the distribution of the leuxd amon^ the
landholders is shown in Table IX* Kzamlnlng this laatter on
an all-India basis, the following figures speaic for the^nselves
in the census report of India (1921) the number of cultivated
acres per farmer on an average is as shown in Table X*
Table IX
The Fragmentation of Ibtsi Land in a Tjrpical
Tillage in the Province of Boj&bay
Acreage Nuiaber of holdings
Ifore then lUO acres 3
91 to 100
81 to 90
71 to 80
61 to 70 4
51 to 60 4
41 to 50 4
31 to 40 3
21 to 30 18
15 to 20 19
11 to 15 28
6 to 10 67
1 to 5 133
Less than 1 143
Total number of holdings 431
Source: U.fe end Labor in a South Gujarat
Village, G* C* Uuicthyar, p« 111»
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TabU X
Nuaber of Galtlvated Aorss per Farmer
on an AYerage In Different
ProYinoos of India
Prorinoe Aorea
Bombay 12.2
Poajab 9*2
CeatraX ProTinoes and Barar 8.5
Hadras 4*9
Bengal 3*1
Biliar and Orisaa 3*1
Assam 3*0
United ProTinoea 2«5
Souroe: Report of tiie Greet Tirltain :ioyal
Coiimisaion oa Agriculture in India.
p. X33-
Tba ProbXtta
With holdings as aaialX as they aro under Indian oondi*
tions. there is one way of using animal driyen reapers so
that no erain will be lost in the oozamenoin^ out end that is
by using o push type reaper* Such a type was invented in
1826 by Mr. Petriok Bell with a reoiprocating knife and a
reel and arranged to be pushed by a team. This was not
praotieaX and never beoame popular.
As the side out and posh type reapers are not praetieable.
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thdrd remains to be designed e cutting meobanlam suited to
the needs* This nuBt be ee&ior to operGte thaii a cradle and
should equal, if not exceed it, in produotion. It should
aim Qt the least loss in grain in the autting or ooUeeting
operation*
It is easy to realize that moving in a vet field in an
ineonvenient position will tire oat a person too soon* It
is better that the oattlng aeohanism be operated while a man
is standing and walking at his normal speed of 2*5 miles to
3 lailes per hour*
The type of cutting meohani&m and its f:enerel construe^
tion will be related to the physical condition of the grain
to be out* The hei£ht of the sjaiall grain crops will be aboat
30 to 36 inches above ground level and the straw is to be
saved and used* Also, the aathod of threshing on the floor
or board requires a length of 24 to 30 inches to be able to
be held by hand In a bunch* Ko intercropping is generally
found in rice or wheat fields, although there night be small
weed plants, which, however, do not form heavy obstacles in
cutting* The cradle is certainly to be preferred in a place
where the siclcle is used, but any tool better than the cradle,
siore in line with the reaper, is welcome* The stationary
threshing machines and eoidtines may not suit Indian oonditlons
of farming as the unit of holding and cultivation of land are
too small* The problea can be stated as evolving a reaping
oachine or reaper to out rice or ^heat t^ins when the man is
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in tt standing postora and waXlcine at a speed of 2«5 to 3*0
miles per hour* It has already been stated that the cradle
was the best of the hand operated harvosting impXeinents, so
far developed.
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QBJscriyss
Th« primary objeotlves of thla reseoroh shall be oon*
•Idered as follows:
1* 3ubstltutloii tor/or elimination of the slokle
as a reaping tool as the area out by it is small
and also the conditions of worJc vith it are
strenuous*
2« construetion of a naohine that will reduce the
anoont of labor la reaping the grain*
3« Testing the proposed maohine as a sound deTiee
for reaping.
The quality of work porforiiaed on the meterials handled
by the maobino should be at loaat equal to or inore than in the
present manual method* It is also contemplated that the use
of the proposed oaehine should not require any ehaage in tte
prerailiAg praetiees in orop produetion*
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HISTOHT AHD DXVKLOTOEOT OF EARTESTDre MA0HIH2S
Zn ohooalng a harrestiag Implement to salt Xadlan eoa^
dltloaHf It Is Interesting to note the different stages of
Its IfflproTemeat In this oountry* It zoay be broadly classic
fled as follows:
1» That of the Improved scythe and cradle*
2« That of the hand ralce reaper, adapted to dellTer
the out grain In ^aTels by loanual means. Figure 9«
3» That of the self*raKe reaper In vhleh the sane
purpose was eoeompllshed autoiaatlcally, Figure X0«
4* That of the isarsh harvester with whloh the grain
was bound manually by operators riding upon the
machine.
S* That of the autonutlc binder*
6* That of the coinblned harvester-thresher, or the
oomblne*
Agrloultural maehlnery has shown a marked developasnt
In reeant years* In no elass of agrloultural Inplemettts has
there been a more marked development than In that of reaping
grain* Ueerly all progress along this line has been compara
tively rodent* One hundred years ago the farmers were still
using the same kind of harvesting tools that fanners used In
Bible time*
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figore 9« The Hand-Ralce Reaper
^:z:w
Figure 10» The 8elf-Rake TJeaper
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Tbfl first implement used in grain hBTTestine (17) was
a siekle, a different design beia^E used by J^ewisb^ Kfiyptian
and Greeian farsers^ two thoosand years before tlie time of
Ohriat* TUe sioicle was the most up-to-date method of eutt-
ing girain from that time until the latter part of the
eighteenth eentury* The scythe was a l&ter implament than
the aleicXe and %aa an erolutlon from It* The forms of the
scythe varied greatly, perticulferly in the liandle. The
featenine of fingers to assist in oolleoting the grain into
bunehes or gavels, transformed it into a oradle seythe, or
Berely a eradle*
The Ameriean oradle soythe was an improvemnt oTer the
Suropean oradle and was introduced about the close of the
eighteenth oeutury* Today it is still used in various parts
of Europe^ and even in Ameria where oonditions maice the use
of the reaping maohine impraotioal.
The header was tho first maohine to be used in harvest
ing. During the first eentury, the Gauls used a stripping
beader« The first header oonsisted of a eart pushed by an
ox. On the front of the eart were fixed a series of loiivea
or points whioh stripped the heads from the stalks. Aa attend*
ant walking beside the oart raked the heads from the knives
into the box. The first header of more recent times was
patented by ^Villiam Pitt in England in 17S6. In this machine,
the stripping teeth were on a cylinder which revolved, carry
ing the heads into a box. The animal was, of course, attached
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betiind, since it wae nooessary chat the grain should not be
trodden apon and no one had yet thought of the side out.
t^ia tieader ma the firat fam xsaehi&e to use pomr froK tim
wlieela to oore part of the ioaehinary.
A aaehiae oa the prinelple oiT reTolTiag imife ww pat*
anted in 1799 by Joseph Boyee of London, jrollowing this
patent, eaoli year sam a rapid adT&noeiaeat towards a aueeess^
fal melilna. Grain dividers first appeared in 1^05* Zn 1806
Gladstone invented s reaper with c sldo out and a plotform
for the gjrain to fall upon. This was the first harvesting
laaeiiina to be drawn instead of pushed* In Soloison used
a reeiprooatln«; euttine arrangezaent aoubined ^ith the advene**
i&g notion of the maohine# This ttaehine of 3oloraoa*s also
had a self-»deliverin^ apparatus on the platform for the eat
grain*
The most aoted invention In reapers viaa that of Henry
O^e in 1622« The principle of the outter, tof;ether vrith
the reel whieh he oonstrueted, ia foon^ incorporated in every
suooeasful reaper sinee that tii»« This was the eisbryo of
the £aoden reaper and eonsisted of sueh parts as the reoipro*
eating Jcnife over stationary fingers* the reel, the platfom
and dividers*
3tn 1003 the first patent ^Tfinted on a ^larvestiag sAohine
ia the United states was on a reaper which proved nnsueoess-*
fal* The first really suooeaafal maehiae was built by Cyrus
^ocori^ek and was used in the harvest of 1^31* MoConaieic*s
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mechlne was drawn by one horsep whil# a nan wallced by th« 8ld«
and raJced the grain froa the platfora. Ho saeoesBfaX way of
resuYlng the eraln froa the platform was derisad until 1852,
Hoffheia buUt the rerolTlng vane in that year. The reaper as
it Is today was p«ictioally perfected by 1565.
Kren before the reaper was porfooted, aaay attaiipta were
B&de to invent a method of binding the bundles by laaohinary.
The first cord imotter was developed in 1S53 and the first
atteapt to bind by wire oaae in 1S56. The next year a binder
came out in which the sheaTes were bound by twisted strew
bands. None of these early aethoda ewer worked sucoessfuUy.
In 1858 elevator eanvasses were added to carry the straw over
the drive wheel and an autoiaatio trip to operate tho binder
was invented. Aknotting bill was first used in 1864. By
1880, the Appleby binder and the Marsh reaper had been oob*
bined by alter A. 'Vood Ooapany into a binder that had all the
main essentials found on grain binders today.
Another method of harvesting grain that is replacing the
reaper and grain binder in the United states is the combine.
This saehine outs, threshes and cleans tte grain in one opera-
tiw. ^la united states patent office g!6ve a patent for a
saohine of this kind in 1828. Amachine having a liznited suc
cess was built in I-icliigaa in 1^336. Ridley built a combine in
Australia in 1845* The first California oomhine was built in
186? and by I89O they were coming into iiaite general use*
TheB« Ksehlnes ware very heayy, weighing from ten to fifteen
tons. They required as high as forty horses to move them
and eoioe out a strip as wide as 30 feet. The self-propelled
oofflbine was first put out about 1913 or 1914* How combines
are being used in all small grain producing areas of the
United States*
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A STUDT OF MACHINES ASD KKTHODS TTSSD IH HARVKSTIHG
AT THK PRSSOTT TBCK
In ©Tolvlne or adapting Implonants for harvesting small
grains in India, it was considered neoassary to fully ©x-
amino tho maolilnes and JoetJiods that wero and are being used
In the United states* The eradle, although It represents
the highest deTelojusent in hand tools for the harresting of
grain* is used to a very lioited extent in the United States
for the present and that too on small areas or on vex*y rough
land* For purposes of an investigation, the machinery may
he classified into three distinct groupss
!• Mowing machines
2. Reapers and hinders
3* OoQhine harvesters or eonbines
Mowing Uaohines
In the early days of the developaent of harvesting ma**
ehines, there was practically no distinction in the machines
designed and built for hay or cereal crops. Culpin (3,p» 144)
saysy
The history of developsient of the mower is
closely bound up with that of the reaper ftnd
binder* The modern mower is a high—speed,
close cutting jaachine that has almost entirely
superseded the scythe for cutting ^rass and
forage crops* its use, however* is not confined
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to these eropB, for It may be used In the
herreatlng of oereal crops that are badly
laid and in other crops of varloiis klada
where close euttlne is necessary*
The fan&er chooses the machine best adapted to the state of
the crop, usixig the binder where possible for cereals but
falling bae^ on the reaper or mower for bad conditions*
K. !*• uiller in The Krolution of Barreatlng lAftohinary
(17» p» 39) aaya as follows:
Hafl«ey*s first machine was really a mower
and it was upon this principle that the
mower was afterwards built. £!any of the
early loachines contained combinations of
the xaower and reaper and were used with
little adjus tnient to out either grain or
grass*
vv* ¥*• Ketchum was tlie first to put mowers on the siarket as a
type of machine distinct frosi the reaper* In his patent ob
tained on July 10» ltS47i his cutter was an endless chain of
knlres which never beoaste sueoessfol* He later adopted the
Hossey type of cutter and this became the first really
tical saehine* It was ayrenus Wheeler, who obtained a patent
in 1854» who had incorporated two wheels and a cutter bar
Jointer to the main wheels* Later, in 1858, Lewis ?ailer
cosibined the features of the farmer machine with new prin
ciples and it is tills type that is now in general oae*
Uodern mowing xaachines are an very siioilar in essei^
tials* The most generally used Is a two-horse maehlne with
a fiTe« six or seven foot eat* It is a side cut jaaehine
with the eatting aechanisja connected to the siain fraaie by a
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double Jointed drag bar. The gears speed ap the drive so
that the crank shaft makes nearlj 700 R.P.M. vhen the Kaohlne
Is drawn at two miles per hour. The eoosaon height of iriieels
Is about 32 laches and 3^1/2 to 4 Inehes Is the oosRoa width
of tire* The usual speed ratio of the gears where 34-lnoh
sain wheels are used Is about 29# The stroke of the orank
whleh operates the knife through the pitman Is usaally 3
inehes.
The Reaper
Fundamentallx, a reaper is only a nower equipped with •
table or platforayWhleh Is a seg&umt of a olrole in outline
for eolleetlng lliaited quantities of out grain, end with a
rake head whereby the aoouiaulatlona known as gavels may be
rttaoTed either autoiiiatloally or at the will of the operator.
The cutting mechanissi of the reaper doos not differ In essen
tials fron that of the ;nower. The cutter bar is attached to
the front of the quarter circle platform.
The self-rake reaper is used to a limited extent in the
United States for harresting of certain crops whloli either
shatter in binding or aust be left in loose condition to
permit further curing or drying. Buckwheat and peas are aoae
of the crops harrested with the reaper for these reasons.
The out grain falls on a quadrant platfona and is swept off
and delivered at tho side in sheaves by the rakes or sails.
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The ahvaves hare to be tied by hand whan tying la naeeaaary
and osualXy four raicea ara employed In siieaasslon. ThB
period of tlraa between the action of the ratces over the plat
form may be varied* The rakes after sweeping the platform
are raised and eurrled forward while In a vertloaX position
end dropped on to the deolc for a new stroke. ?or oereala
the reaper has been generally superseded by the self-binder
and the eomblne*
The Binder
The grain binder oats the standing grain, saJcea It Into
neatly tied bundles and deposits the^ In windrows,
binder la a more ccnaplloated pleoe of equipment than either
the mower or the reaper. It goes one step further tiian the
reaper In that It binds the gavels so they may be shocked
readily. ;r«i8t as In the reaper and the mower* the power for
operating the xsaehlne Is obtained by the land wheel, although
In scs&e eaaea a separate engine may be attaehed for thla
purpose.
The Cutting neehanlsm In Grain Binders
The outtlng mechanlS£i and Its adjustment Is somewhat
similar to that of the mower. The aeotloaa of the slolcle of
the binder are, howerer, smaller and have serrated edges.
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The trfivel of the binder siokle seotioa eoTers tvo foil guards
and the sloklo travel la muoh slower than that of the mower
knife. Binder {^ards and guard plates are also smaller than
those on siowers and tho pletea are ground smooth. Less power
is required In outtlng the stems of grains; conseQ.uently, the
pitman is less rigidly hraoed and oonneoted* The fingers are
spaeed three inehes apart, but the throw of the erank nay in
sone eases be six inehes. Kaeh knife seetios^ ia sueh oases^
passes over two spaces between fingers instead of over one as
in the iiK>wer and naturally tho speed of the oranloshaft is
iiiueh lower. Sinoe the binder is cutting only the steins of
saall grains, not so i&uoh power and speed are req.uired as in
the mowing aBOhines whloh jnust cut hard grass steiias closely
natted together.
Sise and Draft of Binden
Side eut grain binders are usually made in six, seven
and eight foot out sises for horse operation. Ten to fifteen
acres is a day*s viork wlUi a six foot mchine. A six foot
maohine requires a draft of between 350 to 600 pounds de
pending upon tho grain and soil conditioxis*
Tile Combines
At the present tioe, the harvester thresher is very
extensively used in the small grain growing regions of the
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United states and Caaada. In these seotlons the large areas
of grata aad the dry summer o limato are partieularXy favor
able to the OQBibliies. There is a large Tsriatlon in the size
of the eoBbiaes and henee in their oapaoity* Porty ineh
width aaehines are also available* The part of the eorabine
that does the cutting or harvesting is frequently referred
to as the header. It does not greatly differ from the outt^
ing unit of the binder* except that it must be built stronger,
be adjustable for height and deliver the cut grain direct to
the threshing unit* The cutter bar parts of the oozrtbine are*
the saioe as those for a binder* Wood or steel piteuuis are
osed to eonneet the orankshaft and the siekle* platfom
can be adjusted to leave the various lengths of stubble, the
range frequently being from three inohes to over two feet*
The present designs of the combines with regards to width of
out, turning radius, requirsrients of draft and self-propelled
or otherwise, have been found suitable to conditions of
American agriculture and it may be stated that they are here
to stay for soba time to eome*
Oapaeity of the Con^iaed Harvester Thresher
Table XI, extracted fr<u& Technical Bulletin Ho* 70,
17*S.D*A«, will show the cspaoities of combines of different
sizes*
A ten foot coi{d}ine (20) should harvest 375 acres in a
-45-
Table n
Capacity ot Combinds
Oyp© of coiflblna''""'"^vT3?l^!an^f Len ;th Cut Cut Cut per
of travel of day per per lir. per
outUT
Traotor drawa with 8
power take off 10
Traotor dram with 12
auxiliary engljie 1$
16
20
source; 'reciuiicul Bulletin Ko. 70, U,3.D,A., p. IS, 1923.
15 day haryest season. The riiniiau?\ profiteble acreage in the
great plains for a maolxine of this size la about 150 acres;
the maxiaum la about 640 acres* A 15 foot ooB^ine ahoald
harrest 525 acres la 15 days with a minimnm of 200 and a
maxlBBM of 1^100 acrra« It is interesting to study the adapt-*
ability of the combine in countries where agriculture is not
so eztensiTe as in the United states or Canada* Speaking of
the future of ocoabine harrestera in Britain, Culpin (3# p«200)
says:
Aiaerioan maciiines are suitable only for ex*
tensive corn farziing on open areas, where
yields are low, straw is of no value and there
are no hedges and gates to obstruct their
movement• Such ioachines designed to deal with
a miniiauia of straw and to scatter it after
threshing have been satisfactorily employed oa
a faw farina in Britain, but are not suited to
the systeias of farming generally aciployed in
Britain* for conplete success of the co^ibine,
day hour foot Vi
M.P.iU hrs. acre acre acre
2.4 10.3 16 1.6 0.19
2*7 9,8 26 2.6 0.26
2.8 10.2 27 2.6 0.22
2,8 10.3 35 3.4 0.23
2,8 10.7 40 3.7 0.24
2.4 10.7 4S 4.5 0.22
•4^
there must be developed soae satlsfaotory
aietliod of dealing with the threahed straw,
ao that any savlog in labor costs aohleved
by its use, is not nullified by loss of
straw or the expense of ooXleeting it* It
seems likely that there will be a gradual
inoreasG in the use of cosibines on the
larger grain producing farms of Britain,
but it is not to be expected that there will
be any sueh phenomenal spread in the use of
these machines as has occurred in parts of
Caxiada and the United States.
It may be remarked that there were about 50 combines in
Britain in 1937* When thia la tha jseaaure of sueeasa of tha
aonftiine in an adTanoad ooontry like Britain, ita introdao«
tion on Indian soil is very remote, due to the economic and
physical conditions of agriculture*
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M ANALYSIS OF SOUK DESICm FKATUHSS
OF SIMILAR llACRINKS
For purposes of desl^^ning a suitable iaplementa an
analysis of the deal^ features was considered essential.
A few fflowlne j^ohlnes and a combine that were available at
the eollage laboratory were selected for this purpose*
mie following are th« Important design features of a
two-^horse drawn Biower» Hew Kodel No. A.» inanafaotured by the
KoComiioic Deerlng Company:
Dlaaeter of main drivlnf: wheel 33 ln«
Gear wheel on the same shaft as
the loaln driving wheel 6? teeth
First pinion 12 "
Bevel gear (same speed aa
pinion e^ove) 58 «
Be>dl pinion attached to crank
shaft of cutter bar 12 **
Orank radius 1*1/2 la*
width of individual sickle 3 in*
The speed ratio 27
If the ground wheel moves at
2 miles per hour then the
speed of the crank shaft is 550 K•?•!{•
The linear speed of the sickle
bar 4*6 ft./soc.
It is also Interostine to determine the number of strokes
made by the sickle bar for a aovemant of 1 foot covered by the
land wheel.
^ xj. X 27 » 3.1 revolutions
TT 3C ^
12
-43*
Homber or strokes of the sickle bar per foot of travel
of land wheel, 6*2,
Similar design details were colleoted for a hand laower,
laade by National Mower Cos^3an7, St» Paul, Minnesota, and
fitted with a i»5 lUP. Brings and .^tratton, 4 cycle gasoline
engine* This had three sets of gears, one set being chain
driven and another a bevel gear set*
Length of siokle bar
t;idth of each sickle
rinion on engine orank shaft
Ifumber of teeth on the
driven gear
Bevel pinion on same shaft
as gear above
Driven bevel wheel
Pinion on the sane sli&ft as
bevel wheel above
Gear driven by pinion above
Pinion driven by gear above
Gear on the land wheel shaft
piameter of land wheel
If the land wheel runs at 2
the R.P.M. will be
The speed increase ratio of
the f^ears and pinions
Speed increase ratio due to
the bovel wheel set
Speed of the orank shaft of
the sickle bar
The engine zoay be about
Horizontal speed of the
sickle bar
Number of strokes of sickle
bar per foot of travel of
land wheel
40 in*
2 ft
IX teeth
36
12 teeth
18 tf
12 n
34 ft
U «i
36 w
12 in*
56
9
1.5
756 R.P.M,
2,4^4 R.P.M,
4*2 ft^/sec*
8*55 strokes
By actual experiment, for a travel of 6**0" of the land
wheel, the number of strokes of the sickle bar was 50*
number of strokes per foot of travel <- 8.33»
-49*
Details of a m^ld Bradlay rubber tired t«o->horae, side-'
oat» aowing saeblne:
iMctb of cutter bar
?;idtli of IndlTidual slokle
Gear i^ieel on land wheel
Pinion driven by aboYe
Bevel gear, saise speed as
pinion above
Bevel pinion on oranJc s2iaft
Crank pin oirole diameter
Tfidth of rubber tire
At 2 miles per hour the
of the land vsheel will be
Slieed ratio of gears
Speed of orank shaft
Horizontal speed of slokle bar
7or one revolution of land
wheel, the revolutions of
crank shaft m
For one foot of travel of
land wheel «
Kuaber of strokes
5*-0«
0*-3»*
55 teeth
12 "
64 "
12 "
3 iJi*
6 In.
25 H.P.M.
24-5
612
5*05 ft«/8ee«
24*5 revolutloos
3.4
6«8 per foot of
travel
Details of yoCornilok Deering NO. 42 Conbine made by
InternQtional }?arvester Gonpany:
Diameter of lend wheel
Width of individual sickle
Total width of sickle bar
Approximate speed of power
take-'Off shaft
Effeetive width of cutter bar
Komber of individual slokles
26 ln«
3 "
4'-'0"
535 R.P.]
42 in.
16
Two revolutions of the power take-off shaft will eaose
three strokes of tiie slokle bar* The land wheel speed is not
dependent on the power take-off speed. The speed of the land
wheel can be altered by the tractor operation, but it Is
usually three miles per hour. So, at three miles per hour,
sickle bar makes (535 x 1*5) strokes per jnlnute.
•50«
For 264 feet traTel, 803 etrolces
Romber of strokes per foot 3 (approx.)
of traTel
Ad. observation was made of two different maices of traotor
iBOwers, which were driven by the power take—off shaft of the
traotor through V-belts, The power take-off shaft of the
trector runs at about 535 H.P.M, and the speed ratio being
2:3; the oraxiic shaft drivixig the sickle bar will Junre an
R«P«U« of 795* The power take-off speed has no relation to
the land speed of ths traotor and the tr&otor was osually
run at 3 i&ilea per hour* By ealoalatioos, wa arrive at the
faet that for one foot of travel of the tractor, the siokle
bar ^kes six strokes.
&lr» Larsen (12} in an article on aonvertin^ Horse
Drawn iifowers into Po«er Mowers, says:
Several horse drawn siowers were checked for
the pitaan drive shaft speed and compared
with that of the tractor laowers. The average
pitsian speed of the horse drawn loower at
three miles per hour was 350 revolutions per
minute, while several of the isost ooTmoti
traotor siowers operated at a speed ranging
from 830 to 830 R.P.M. This proved that it
was entirely feasible to operate a horse
drawn mower by means of a power drive from
the power take-off of the conventional
tractor without seriously damaging any of
the working parts.
Table XII has been prepared to indicate the ijBfli)ortant
dimensions, ths a.P.M. of the pitman shaft, emd linear speed
Ckf the sickle bar and the nuaber of strokes of the siokle
bar per foot of travel of the land wheel.
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the data trom TabXe Xd wara used as a gulda In arrlT-
Ixig at tha apaad of tha alekXa bap in tha reapini^ aiaohina
to ba dasignad*
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DRA3?T AIID PO•^TO RSqUIHEl^EKTS IH HARTSSTIKG aACHINKa
To determine the type end anount of power thet ioay be
neoessary ia the maohine to be designed^ a study of the
power reqairementa of aone mowing ffiaehinea and binders was
made* The folXowing sumary was drawn and the eontenta of
Table XIII were mXeuXated for draft required for mowing
maohines in wild hay froja bulletin Ho, 7 (21)» Utah Kxperi-
mant Station on Draft of Mowing !4aohines, by J. aanborni
1« The length of out was a little less than four
feet when a four foot, three inoh outter bar was used.
2m The tubular maohine, being leas in weight, had a
o<msiderably lower draft* Lightness of weight and perfee-
tioB of aotion alone eoont for a reduoad draft.
3« It aearas an upward tilt of the outter bar aaTes
draft.
4* Draft per foot in a longer outter bar is less than
the draft per foot on a shorter outter bar. This shows
thBt shorter sielcle beirs are acre ezpensire in power.
5« There was a general aTerage sarlng of ten pounds
of draft when the nan waUced with the siaohina instead of
Bitting* This is also shown ia Table XIII.
6. The draft of the mower raries with the erop and
eondition of the blades.
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Th# data of Table XlIZ rareal that tha n«P« reauirad
for eatting wild hay ranged froa 1*08 to 1*42 for dlffar«it
malcea of jucrwlng maehlnaa, which had an effeetlTa aut of four
faat* TUia was uaed later oa a guidance In tho seleotlon of
tha power unit of suitable oapaolty for tha reaping maohlae
to be designed*
Ko data oould be located for the power requlrementa of
IndlTldu&l funotlons auoh as auttlne of grains, operating tha
realt tha ioovesient of tha eaaTaa ooaTayora, ete*» in blndara
or aoBDd>l&aa« Sat froBa Table XT' It la elaar that tha powar
required for auttlng la anall In eomparlaon with the entire
draft of fitowlnc itiaohlnea. This table which has been extraoted
from "Modern yana tiaobinary" by D. M McBardy, gives the load
and spoad In several mowing maohlnas, (15* p* 107) It also
glYGS the number of strokes of the alokles per foot of travel
of tha land wheels,
Tha following Is an extraot faros '*Agrlealtaral Haahlnarj**
by B« Davidson about tha draft of field naahlnes (5»P»372)*
Table HV
Pull Required in Founds per Foot of Width
or Draft per Foot of ?leld Machines
Haehlna Low High Nonaal
Uower 55 100 eo
Binder 65 150 100
Source: Agricultural Machinery, B* Devldson* p. 372.
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The power raquirements for oosunon field machines have
been estiiaated by H* Carter in Teohnique for r^eleoting
nechanioal ?arm Bquipcient p* 60) • This ia shown in
Table 3TI.
Table xn
Power Hequirmenta of Field Maohinos
isiaohine foot of width foot of «idth at
2' l#tl 3 ItPH 4"EPff
Mower
Binder
30
90
0.43
0.48
0.64
0.72
0.85
0.96
Soaroe: Teehnlque for Selecting S^eohanloal l^ra Eqalp^ent.
w. H* Cftrter. p. 60«
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THE PRINCIPAL PAIKES OF A RliAPINO MACHIHK
The followlxig are sooa of the essential prlaeiplea of
a reaper as quoted by G. UoCormieic (14> pp. 17-18) •
1« The straight reeiprooatlng knife, ishereby the stand
ing grain would be attaeked by lateral notion as well as by
the forward xaoveiaeat of the laachine.
2m The fiugers or guards for the Knife which supported
the grain at the moment of outting.
3* The reel which gathered the grain in front of the
reaper and held the heada in place as the fingers held the
BtaXkBm
4* The platfom on whioh the serered grain sight fall
to be raked away in a swath.
The main wheel, direotly behind the horse, whioh
carried the inaohine end operated gears to actuate the ooving
parts*
6. The principle of cutting to one side of the line of
draft, whioh permitted the horse to walk on the stubble while
the e utter bar worked in the standing grain*
7« The divider at the outer end of the eatter bar to
divide the standing grain from that whioh is to be reaped#
Kevertheless, each one of the above is to be found In
oachines that now harvest grain; even in the oonbined harvester
-59-
thrasher of 1946. The ezperlsiental maohine la to be desi&ned
to aohleve these fimetlona hy a suitable design of indiTidual
parts or xaechaalscis*
•60-
HTPOTBSSZS FOR IHE XSS81GIS OT A BSAFm
Aftar a preliminary investigation ot the orop to be
harvested end a study of existing maohines and laethodaf the
following hypothesis for the design of a reaper was arrived
fit*
1« The grain to be out by the reaper ia rioe in a ooih
dition when the aoietnre eontent in the kemela ia about 20
to 30 per eent. If it ia to be used for wheat, the aoiatore
eontent of ternela at reaping tine vrill be about 14 to 20
per oent«
2, Tho total height of the grain will usually be 24 to
36 inohes and the cut has to be effected about 3 to 4 inches
above eroond level*
3* The riee or wheat fields are generally level and
harreatin^ of erops ia earried on when thm land is aoffi-
oiently dry for aen and vehielea to BK>ve about.
4« The general eonatruetion of the aielcle bar, speed
and strolce of the sielcle ia to be ia oonformity with suoeesa-*
ful practices» as in eombinea or binders.
The width of cut of the sickle bar ia to be about 40
inches. The number of acres out per day by the reaper should
be more than that by a eradle. It ia known that a cradle will
eut about half^acre per day* A total width of 40 inohes of
cutter ba.l* wil1 give en etteotive ·width of' about. 36 inchea 
and this will enable a person to harvest between f'otlt" and 
a ix acres _per day., 
6. nlameter and wid'th o:t land wheels: . The v1ooels niay 
be .aelee~d to ha-Ve a diamet,er of 2! inehes to J2 inches and 
width to be s~lected from eve.ilabla supply. The r0apar ~uill 
be ot the two wheel type. 
7. Fr~ork or the :eGa.P$%" is to be as light. a.a pea .. 
s1ble wit.hottt :.1aor1fiilting ri:&itU.t,y aad stre.ngth. ?t may be 
bu!l.t ot light angle; iron ot- tubt.tlar struct,:ure. 
s. The Dower unit is ~o be ot s.uitable o.apaoity tor 
the 1iorJt required and the engine shcu1ld be easily detachable •. 
The man will be walld.ng behind the ma.oh.Ute and no sttat nee.4 
be provided. 
9. The ov rall dimension& of' t.he- l"eaper should be pl anned 
ao that. a wse rad.1us ot turn~ mn.1 b~ avo1d-ed. 
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EXPEaiMnsfTAX. mm
Somm GonaidoratiooB In tha Oaslgn of tho Reaper
Tlie prlnolples of design of agricultural l&ipla^ients are
not in any way different from tbose used in the desi^^n of
oti^er iQBOliines. But inost a^rioultural laeohinea are to operate
on the field of •arying soil eonditiona and of different
topography* imiiice tillage ffiaehinary. those used for har-
Testing perfom numeroas fonotions on the saae frame and
that, too, while in swtion. It has been stated that li^t-
ness of oonstruotion and efficient beai*int:a will oontribate
to a lowering of draft and hence of power. Tnese facts piece
additional liniitatlons on the design of fana niachiues. Dis
cussing this Clatter, Dr. B. Davidson (5, p. 33} statest
Agricultural loachinery is in many respects the
Boat difficult class of machinery to desi^.
The machines must be sisi^le, laust function to o
high degree of perfection end operate under
most adverse conditions and yet mat be pro
duced at a cost which will aalce a limited annual
use profitable.
These recoramendationa haTe been icept in view in the desi^
that follows.
The saias aut^ior also mentions.
The conditions under which an agricultural
machine oust operate are particularly severe
and adverse to favorable machine operation#
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For field oj>eration the isaebine isuat be llgbti
which makes It diffioult to joaintain alignment
of bearincB. The csonditiooa of service vary
throiu^h wide extremes due to differences of
soil, olimate and crops* The sechines must
work in dirt and grit which makes lubrication
difficult. It is subjected to sudden shocks
and sovere stresses*
Tubular construction was adopted for the frsznework with
a view to reduce weight* v;eidlnfT was used throughout the
fabrication except for parts which require removal to suit
other eonyeoieaoes. The greater portion has been of the
electric arc type, althou^ gas welding has been used on tha
saaller and thinner parts* The oxy«»aoetylene cuttisg torch
has been indispensable as a Bteans for preparation of most of
the construction materials of irregular shape*
AS several mechanisms wore to be operated by jjower fraa
a cosmon source, shafting with pulleys and belts was con
sidered as an econcsaical and convenient form of power trans-
mission* Tybalts wore used in the main drives req,uired as
they were flexible with regards to distanoe between poUeys
by tha use of idlers. They do not aa«d any lubrication as
gears do and will act as safety devices in case of clogging
or overloading* Chain drive was not adopted due to the dif
ficulties of lubrication and also as dirt and grit nay affect
ita efficiency adversely*
Cold rolled steel was used for shafting and a hollow
•haft (tubing) was osod for the reel* Friction or jaw clutches
ware entirely dispensed with by the introduction of adjustable
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idle paXXeys cm loose aide of the belt. The eholoe of
eosie of the etioTe factors in design oontribated to the speed
of working but some of these features may have to be altered
when the machines are made in larger nus^ers and for regular
use.
The Size of the Farts
The size of sons of the parts could not be determined
la a seientifio way as the operating conditions cannot be
foretold with aoouraoy. However, oare was exeroiaed to see
that all parts were sufficiently strong and rigid to perform
the worJc expected of them. All bearings were provided with
sufficient area and rubbing surfaces to permit lubrication
and resist v^ear. Accepted size of parts on other standard
machines* parts of which were performing similar fuactions*
TOS a elear guide as these were aachines sueceasfal in the
field* Aa is usual in aaehioe desigix» no sattll part is «»•
piricals but all parts were critically Judged to evoid mxtn
weight and expense.
Choice botween Alternative Designs of
Individual Parts or MechaniSffiS
Throughout those discussions, more than one method of
echieving a particular result in each case has presented
itself* In all soeh eases the following are the eonsiderations
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whleh finally influ«no« th« aeleotion of tlie adopted dasign.
1« The alaplieity In tbe oonstruotion of the pert*
2» The ease wlti wLlch the parts operate.
3« The iixterferenoe which it cauaea relative to
other aeifibers or rotating ports.
4* The rag.uire;jieQts of the enount of power
type of power traaamiseion in eeob oaae*
5* The question of relative ooat*
6. The ease of replaoement.
One or more of these faotora have to be considered in
eeoh eeae^ but it shoald be rei&eabered that problezns in
machine oonstruction are solved only by a happy reconcilia
tion between several opposing factors in design*
The Cutter Bar Assembly
The eutter bar and siekle seetions had a length of 40
inches so that an effeetive cut of 36 inches aay be secured*
The t^oards and ledger plates were the sane as in standard
oostbines and the sickle bar was out to the required length
from that of a cosiblne* At one end, the sickle bar w^s con
nected through a short link to the boll crank lever. The
other end of the bell crank lever was attached to the aetal
pitman shaft. The engine selected had a range of speed of
2600 to 3600 The following calculations are shown
for an engine H.P.1C. of 2600.
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Speed of the ooonterahaft
(pulleys being 3 iA» and Xl*5 in«}
Speed of the main driving shaft
(pulleys being 3»!> in* and 6.0 in*)
Nuznber of strokes of the siokXe
bar per minute
number of H.T'.M. of the
land wheel
Travel of the land wheel
in ft/min
Land wheel speed in ailes per
hour (S8 tt/mln equals 1 lol/hr)
Number of strokes of the sickle
bar per foot of travel of the
land wheels
Linear speed of the siokle
bar in ft/seo
680 R.P.U*
395 R.P.H.
790 strokes
37.5
270 ft/iaia
3 ffii/hr
2.9
3.3 ft/sea
The following table shows a oomparison of the design
features of the cutter bar in the reaper with that of the
International Harvester eonbine No. 42.
The reaper that has been designed oom^res very olceely
in the speeds of the siokle bar with the ooabine Ko* 42 made
by the International Harvester Goai^any, vrhile ebeoking the
speed of a grain binder, Kr* J. 0. VJooley (25« p. 16) observed
that the pitman shaft speed in grain binders is 352 R.P.U.
when moving at 3 ciiles per hour. This eompares cloae enough
in the ease of the reaper^ also.
Although the theoretioal calculations show a speed of
3 loiles per hour for the reaper^ it is antieipated that this
speed may not be actually attained on the Xand* The various
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Table X7II
Conparlson of the Design reatures of the Cutter Bar
In the Roax>dr with That of the Coiabine No* 42
Effeotive width of
outter bar
42 in. 36 in.
?;idtii of indiTidual
sickle
3 in. 3 in*
Diar.ioter of land wheels 26 in. 27.5 in.
Speed of the land wheels 3 M.P.H. 3 M.P.H.
of the land
w2»ela at 3 H.P.H.
39 37.5
R.F.M* Of tiie pitnan
shsft
400 395
Linear speed of the
sioKle bar in ft/seo
3.34 3.3
Nujahar of strokes of the
sickle bar per foot of
travel of the land wheels
3.0 2.9
belt Blips and also the slip of the land wheel in the uneven
and drieU-out land are ooasiderable and it aay aotually
operate at 2 to 2.5 miles per hour.
Kstimate of the Power Requireinonts
of the Reaper
It Is a well Icnown faot that a maohine too large for the
power arailable eannot be run while a laaohine too snail eannot
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be operated eoonoialoally as to the use of power and labor.
For determining the adequate power requirements of an
engine, oompariaon was made to a naolxine performing siiailar
funotion and this was the binder. 2n the caloulation of
the eapaeity of the power unit, the high draft has to be
ooASidered* Table XI7 indloates that the high draft of the
binder per foot of width waa 150 pounds. Based on this
draft, 2.4 horse power is reauired for a grain binder of
three feet width at a speed of two loiles par hour, but the
reaper desiEned ia comparatively light in oonstruotion and
has no heavy field wheels. Also, the second eonveyor end
the Knotting mechanism are not present. The cutting of the
grains and the operation of the side conveyor are not simul<-
taneotts. Sue to the above reasoning, an engine of 1.5
acsainal H.P. was proposed to be used as the prine-^&over.
There is a close agreement of this resalt with calculations
aade from Table^C?*!. It will be seen tiiat TableZTX indicates
0.43 D.B.H.P. per foot width of cut in grain binders at a
speed of 2 miles per hour. This corresponds to 1.5 H.P. for
a three feet width of cut. These calculations were proved
in practice, when the laachine worked up to expectations.
The engine and its seating on the framework are shown in
rigore 11.
The following are the brief specifications of the engine
that was used in the reaper.
It is E»de by Uie Briggs and Stratton Corporation,
!.^odel N, type Ko. 205536 gasoline designated as a
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I
Figure 11. Th® Snglne Uaed In the Reaper Shown 7lxed
OIL the Trane
/
<0
X2« Tha lAnd Wheala Used for the Reaper
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Ataadard 1-1/2 H.P* anlt equipped with a tbrottla eontrol*
It is of the rope starter type and has a net weight of 40
pounds*
Bora 2 in«
Stroke 2 ln«
Platon diaplaoa-
uant 6m2B oa« in.
T7P* ^ eyole, slai^la oyllndar
L-head, air oooled
leuitioA Patented high teneioa»
bullt-ln fly wheel oai^neto
Lubrication Splash syatam
It develops a power of 1.30 to 1.68 n»P« while the speed
range is from 2600 to 3600
Frame v/orfc
The frafiw ouat be strong and rigid enough to oarry the
valght of the engine^ all other required parts and about 30
to 40 pounds of out grain* At the saine tine. It sost neoas«
sarlly be simple for ease of fabrication. That part of the
eonbine which outa atetadlng c^ain and elevates It Is built
light but it is structurally braced for strength and main-*
tainlng aligninent of bearings. Such bracing is not only
oojnplioated but also interferes with the transmission of
power and location of other mechanlanis*
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Peaorlptlon of the frame woric
Figure 13 the general layout of the fresteworic.
rigures 14 and 15 show the aide view and front ylew of the
reaper, respeetiTely. It la built up of pipes* with a vietr
to aakm the fraaeworJc detaehabXe whan neeeaaary, ataadard
bends and t^ea are used for ooupline then at aosie of the
Joints* The only part of the frainework built of angle iron
was the outter bar* This was a l-*l/2*'xl-l/2**zlA'* mild ateel
section and was drill-reamed for the holes* The engine was
sounted on this framework with provision for its lateral
adjustffient to aoooismodate the stretoh of the belt with wear*
The Size and Type of Land Wheels
Baeent researches have proTed that there exists a rela
tion between the draft and weight of a machine and that the
tractive efficiency increases with the diameter of the wheels
in a vehicle* These factors are very io^iortant, particularly
when we are dealing with a source of power which is very
licilted* In simple words, the effect of the above statement
Bay be that when power for outting grain exceeds a certain
linity the wheels oay slip, in vAiich case neither is there
traction nor eutting* To avoid slippage, an optiitiim weight
of eq.uipment is desirable in such a way tiiat it Ray aot cause
undue draft of pulling* To achieve ideal results^ a happy
eombination of diameter of wheels, weight on the wheels due
to entire eq^uipaieat and total draft, is necessary*
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Figare Side T5aw of the Reaper
'n.J
•fa-.
rir«re 15# Trent Tiew of the Reaper
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lATastigatioas showed no formula has baan eatab*
Xlahad to oaleulata tha suitable diaz^eter and width of
wheels fop a glyen set of ooaditiona. But the following
sumaary about wheel design for field i!iaohines jaay be use*
ful in arrivlnj? at results (26).
1« Siaall wheel traotora cure lesa affioiant than tractors
with large wheels. The peroantage slippage ia more for lower
diaioeter of wheels.
2. fixoessive weight is undesirable due to its effect
on the land and also beoauae of the rolling realstanoe loss
whioh It entails.
3. iVeight is neoessGry from the point of securing ad-
healon.
4« Rolling resistance increaaes with load and deoreasea
with diameter.
To illusti^te the effect of wheel aise on rolling re-»
slstancea Table:^lll is extracted froa Tractive Kfficiancy
of the Farm 'Sractor by Dr. B. DaTidson and others (?9P»315)«
From all the conalderationa, it was decided to use two
bicycle wheels for supporting the frame^irorlc of the reaper.
These are 27.5 inches in diameter and have a width of 1-3/4
inohea. In tula particular case, there seems to be more
than one advantage in using wheela of larger diacieter, say
27 to 28 inches as against 12 to 10 inch aize. It has not
oaly a z«dueed rolling reslstanca but is jaore convenient for
driving it froffi the rollera at ita rim. Uoreovert the
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Table XFIII
Tbe Variation of HoUlag Reslstauee
with Diameter of \vheels
vVheel Pulvore ted aoll Cat etnubble
diameter Bare wliefsls in. iur.s Bare wheels 4 in. lu^s
38 655 789 362 777
42 610 734 359 746
46 615 690 337 720
50 585 658 313 688
54 528 642 323 660
58 561 628 308 654
B. Davidson and others, p* 315• Iowa Agr« K3^*
Sta* Research Bulletin 189* Ames, Jovsa. 1935*
blcyele wheels are also aTsllehle at low prices due to their
being mass produced as a standard article* The wheels are
shown In f^lgure 12, 7h.e distance between wheels was kept as
25 InohM and thla waa oonsldered far enoo^ apart to produce
a balanoed aaohlne«
The total weight of the machine whleh will be trana*
ferred to the wheels Is about 200 pounds• It was assumed
that sfitlsfQCtory results would be obtained by choosing 27*5
Inch diameter and 1-3/4 inch width for the sarae. An experi
ment on a oachlne with about the same weight but lower diame
ter has revealed that the above asaumptlon may come out true.
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Traasmlsslon of Power to Land '.-heels
HaTlitg decided oa using two bioyele wlieeXs for this
aeehiae, aethods mamt be devised to traoamit power froa the
engine to the wheels to obtain traetioa. To study these
methods, an inspection was aiade of available equipment in
the laboratory* The nearest approach to our machine was
a David-Bradley Junior tractor which was mounted on two
wheels (similar to motor oar v^heels) but there was a reduc
tion gear box from which power from the engine was trans
ferred to the £iain axle* Ko doubt, this is a suitable
nethod, but the eost of the reduction gear box was i^ohibi-
tive*
The next aaohine that was inspected was a nower made by
7ames Cuimlngham end Crapany, Rochester, Hew Torfc* This had
pressed jaetal wheels of 19 inches diameter and lo3/4 inch
width* The wheels are keyed onto a cozonon axle and one of
the wheels is driven through a pinion* This pinion is
ffiounted on a separate shaft and derives motion trooL an
intermediate shaft* starting and stopping the notion of the
land wbeeXa is through a belt cluteh* In this arraageisent
aa extra slxaft to earry ti» pinion beo<»&es necessary and«
in turn, creates new problems of bearinga, pulXeys and belta*
As it was the intention to reduce the number of moving parts,
this system was not adopted.
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Thm tlilrd ^oiiiAe that w&s obaerrod la also a aowar with
two wliaals of 20 inob dlamter similar to bloyola wheels*
It is nade by tlie National Frodaots coiBpany, Minneapolis,
and Has a 36 inch eutter bar* It is powered by a 1-1/2 H*P*
iBOtor and has a width of 12 inch of track* Xa this ease,
the wheels were driven at the ria by steel knurled rollers
which were mounted on a separate shaft. This shaft itself
could be moved to joake oontaot at the rim of the bicycle
wheel or withdrawn but the knurled rollers would be always
rotating whether the oachine was in notion or not* Ones
again this involTos an additional shaft and also a swchanlsa
to oove this shaft to make eontaot at the wheel ri» (rubbw
tires) end keep rigid*
The principle of driviiig the land wheels by knurled
steel rollers seemed acceptable but the design should heTO
aoEkQ arraceeoieQt by which the knurled rollers ocm be isoved
in and out to make contact on the wlieel tires. Figure 16
shows the final arrangement that was adopted and it also
illustratas how the motion is brought about and stopped*
A diameter of 2-5/6 inches for the steel knurled wheels was
calculated to correspond to a land speed of a little more
than two miles per hour after allowing for all slip* The
knurled roller is shown in Figure 17 and it is insde of mild
steel*
rlflup® 16* rtm l^lvlne Arvtneveient tor tt» land
m
%
1
^AlJDAeo KCYVJACY
Wl0iro I7m Tl^s Kmrlad 3te«l Rollor
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Bearlags
Thm lastallatlon of self-aligning bearings on field
aaohines, partieulerlx tbe lighter ones, promotes siooother
operation and reduces frlotion* All attempta have been mde
to keep the weight of the meohine as low as possible.
Unless the fraiiieworic is rigid enough, the bearings will be
thrown out of alignnient* '.vhen rigidity cannot be assured,
due to the type of operating oonditions, the nooessity for
self-aligning bearin^i beeones iaperatlTe* Different types
of self-aligning bearings are in oonzsK^n use but the type used
in this machine Is shown in Figure 18. This pertioular de»
sign was adopted due to its sliitplicity in eonstruotion and
ease of removal from the framework when neces.^ary.
The Heel
The function of the reel is to bend the standing grain
towards the siokle and hold It there until after the siokle
has out* It should be possible for adJuetMnt suoh that the
aXats strike the standing grain always below the head. la
the design and eonstruotion of the reel, there has not bean
any deviation from standard ioaohinas. Figure 19 shows the
reel supports and the bearln^'S for the reel shaft* Figure
20 shows the reel siounted in position.
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Figure 18« The Parts of the 3eir»Allgnlng Bearing
Flffure 19* The Pramawork Showing Supports for the
Heel and also Reel Bearljscs
yigora 20. Tb® Reaper with tti« Reel Mounted In Position
0
Figure 21. A Small Mower OoaTerted to colleot Hay at
the ^rronosiy Perm of the lovra State College
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3pa»d of the real
In a eoiBbina drlTon by tha powar talca-off sliaft of tha
traetor, tho real inms et a unlfozn speed, Irrespaotlva of
tbe forvsrd speed of Uio loaoiLine. In any oaaa, there must
ba a oloae relationship between the ground speed of tha
2ii&chlae and the peripheral spaed of the real. An optimoBi
reel spaad la» howaTar, an asaantlal oonditlon* If tha real
apead la axoaaalva, ripa grain say ba thraahad out by tha
raal fiuia; if too alow, out grain may fall on or ahaad of
tha slelcle and ohoka it.
Tha peripheral apead of the reel In the UoCormiok
Deerlng oozablne Ho. 42 was 750 feat per minute* 7ha reel In
the present inodel oasmot have a diameter of 56 Inches, as in
the combine. A sxsall oower (shown In ?lg. 21), converted
for reaping grass on tha i^ronoBiy farm of tha Iowa state
College, has been built with a real of aboat three feet dl-
aaater. This size also aeamad auitabla for our daslgii. Tot
a diameter of 36 inches for tha real, Ita H.P.H. will liara
to ba SO.
Tlia .real shaft
In both the oombines Inspected the reel shaft was a
pi|>e. In the 42 inch combine, the reel shaft was supported
at only ona and, beinr. heavily braced and vdth a long bearine
to kaap up alienmant. In the larger combina, whieh had a
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vidth of out of 7d Inohas, the reel wao supi)orted at both
the ends« A eloser Inspeotion stiowed that the reel supported
at both the eoda was more satlsfaotory than the one with a
single end aapport* Henoe, it vaa deeided to haTe bearings
(aelf-allgning type) at both enda of the reel shaft, whereas
the drive would be through a round belt from one of the driv
ing shafts. Adjustment for varying? the height of the reel
was provided by shifting the shaft bearings. The round belt
had to peas through an idle pulley to take oare of this
variation in the height of the reel. The idle pulley and
the method of variation of its position is shown in Figure
22* The reel that was designed for the reaper was embodied
with laost of the features eoatained in the discussions above*
Disposal of Cut Grain
The colleoting and depositing of cut grain is an lift-
portant feature in reaping machines. Mowing Eiaohinos, when
they ere used exclusively for grass, have no arroneenient for
depositing the out hay, but rarely when they ere used for
harvesting other erops, is a buncher attached. In the header
used by the Qaula, a nan raked the out stallcs into a bc»c.
In the early reapers of l;!eConiiie]c and Hussey, a platform had
been provided from which they were manually ralcad. OTen in
the present Indian practice of hand reaping, small bunches
are deposited on the ground. Hence, it becomes necessary
7l8Qr« 22« The Reel Prlre Showing the Adjustable
Idle Pullesr
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that sons daYlea for aa orderly deposition of grain should
be ifieorporatad in the dasien*
The out grain falls baelc of t2» outter bar with the
head away from the aieiclea and a width of platform of 24
inohea is provided. It is the intention to oolleot the out
grain in bundlefuls (but not in tied bandies) and arrant to
space thaa on the p.round at equal distances* This oan be
accomplished by any one of the following raathods.
1. By making the cut grain fall on a stationary
platform and raking it by any means.
a* If a hand rake is to be used there must be
snffioient head^spaee for operating the
nk.9 and also the reel should not eoma In
tlie way.
b. A rake which is sweepin^^, automatieallyy
as in the olde U. S. reapers.
«• Keep a stationary platform and traverse
from end to end by a plate. This plate
sutst be coxmected to chains and noved inter
mittently*
2« TOing a canTas conveyor at the baelc of the outter
bar.
a. Make the eanTas conveyor move very qulekly
and drop the grains to one side and then
dwell for a longer time.
b« L*akd the oanvas conveyor move &t a unlforra
velocity and k:eep a vertloal plate at one end;
this plate aay be raised or lovered, manually^
by a raolc ajid plnioA.
•* Keep the eanvas eonveyor that can move at ft
fftflt speed<—but aae a olutoh behiad Itf whea
the olutoh is released it will move fast and
deposit the grain outside, when it ia de»
olutohed it will stop movement.
d* Keep the oenvas always moving* but at one
end iceop a tilteble wire basket, when the
wiro basket is rull» it aay be tilted to un
load the graia.
A of existing methods of grain disposal
The reel helps to place the out evenly on the
plntfona imnediately behind It. The canvas conveyor on this
platform, both in binders and coinblnes, is usually designated
as the lower grain conveyor. A reference to teztbooks and
periodicals revealed that oetal rollers at eitl:er end were
mployed for this oonveyor in oofflbines and the diameter of
the rollers usually varied from two to three inches* The
grain oust be elevated uniformly as fast as it is eut if
elogging or overloading at a later stage has to be avoided*
The driving roller is in a fixed position while the driven
is capable of lateral adjustinent to Keep up the required
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tonaion in the oanvaa. Also, when not In work. It la neeea-
aary to ralaaaa the tension of the eonyeyor to enable longer
oae. to maintain atiffneaa on thin oanvaa, wooden slats of
aaiall width were riveted along its length*
The adopted dealgn of grain disposal
After a study of several alternatlYea and existing
methods^ it was decided to have a canvas conveyor behind the
reel, to move sideways intermittently through a manually
operated clutch. A belt clutch was the siiaplest which could
be thrown in and oat of motion oonveniently* vrooden rollers
of 2*1/2 inch and 2*3/4 inoh dlaneter were selected iastead
of steel rollers as is customary In eosibines, with a view to
reducing the weight and provide sufficient surface frictioBi
for the canvas under a lower tension. The driven roller was
so mounted in bearings capable of lateral sll^^ht adjustment*
The rollers are shown in rigure 23*
Speed of the grain conveyor
The speed of canvas eonveyors on eoobines was about 280
feet per lainate. In our design higher speeds are certainly
desirable, so that the least tine may be spent in moving out
the cut grain* But it should be remejnbered that eanvas la
not as good as belting to take higher speeds or higher ten
sion. The common speed of 280 feet per minute was adopted but
variations in speed may be provided throuf;ii the use of a
Fl«^ur« 23* Th# Wooden Rolltrs U8«d for th« Oraiu ConTsyor
FictiT# 24» The DrlTlnc Arran^^e.-iont of the Or«ln CoriTej'or
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stepped oone pull*/ on the driving shaft*
In the study of grain hinders, to determine the speed,
direction of reTolTing parts, oanTas speeds, ete«, Mr. J* C.
Wooley has prepared the following table* This shows that
the speed of the grain conveyor in the binder studied was
120 to 160 feet per minute.
Table HX
Speed of the Grain Conveyor in Binders
Hate of travel Speed of canvas platform
mi/hr ft/mln ft/mln
2*00 176 120
2*25 19S 133
2*50 220 150
2.75 242 165
3*00 264 181
Attachment for a Grain Binder*
C. v/ooley (an unpublished thesis
at the Iowa State College) p. 16*
The drive to the f^rain oonvcyor
The driving ahaft of the reaper runs at 395 R-P.M,
This shaft drives the sickle bar at one end and also the
reel through pulleys* The steel knurls for driving the bi
cycle wheels are also mounted on the same shaft* It has
been stated that the grain conveyor requires intermittent
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ootlon and this alao should doriTe Its power from th« same
shaft. It is clear fron the general plan of the xnaohine
(7ie« 13) that these two shafts are perpendioular to eaoh
other. Generally^ it is reocemended in textbooks on oaohine
design that such drives should be ayoided and in oase they
become necessary, a quarter-turn arran etaent is proposed.
The relation of the pulleys sliould be such that a center
lino plane through eaoh pulley is tangent to the faoe of the
other pulley* This drive satisfies the law of belting for
one direction of rotation. The round belt i^ieh is used for
this purpose passes through two guide pulleys^ n^ich rotate
in opposite directions. Both these pulleys are mounted on a
quadrant on either side of it» as shown in Figure 24* The
quadrant can be pushed in and out through a small distance.
This Is acoomplished through control levers^ which will
start the conveyor when enough grain has deposited on ttm
sane.
An alternative method of driving two shafts which inter
sect at right angles is by the use of bevel wheels* Bat the
motion is not continuoos and as such, some azrangement to
clutch in or clutch out tJie driven bevel wheel beuomes neces*
sary. This usually produces noise and such intermittent
action of bevel gears is liable to damage the teeth and,
hence, was not adopted.
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SOM ul8o«llaneott8 Parts
Shoes under the outter "bar
The length of the laaehlne from the outter bar to the
center of the land wheels is 43 inohes, end It was necessary
to have some kind of supports imedlately below the outter
bar* Either bent steel shoes or caster wheels may be ooed
tor this purpose. As it is the purpose in this maehine to
effeet s eat as sloss to the ground as possible (as straw
is to be used later), the adjustment of the height of the
cutter bar abore ground leTel was found unnecessary. The
shoe Is preferable to the wheel to slide over the dryixig
ground, as it is found by experlrients ttet the shoe giTes
lightness in draft, showing an advantage over the wheel of
about 13 per cent (15* P* 103)* The shoes that were fitted
to the outter bar are shown in figure 25 and thay are aade
of low earboa steal.
Divider guard
A light divider euard made of 3/3 inch round steel was
fitted at one end of the outter bar to deflect the standing
grain sidevrays. This was also neoessGry to see that any
moving parts, as the bell crank or the ooaneoting rod, srs
avoided from tha standing grain.
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Figur© 25. The Steel Shoes Used under the Cutter Bar
Figure 26# The Metal Pitman Shaft Used in the Final
Pesign and Snd connections
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Tlie pltaan shaft
In all fflowln^ machines power Is transi^ltted to tha
slolclea through a vooden meaner. ^Is la also tha praatlea
in tha eoablnaa* A wooden bar of square oross section
7/d" z 7/8* had been used In this aaehlne also* But using
a fixed length of this manbor has one disadvantage and that
is soaa other method must be devised to obtain the register
of the Jmlfe* A small mowing machine of 36 Inch width had
been provided with a metal tube to function as a pitman*
In this reaper a similar arran^ntent was adopted and by so
doing It w&s easy to adjust for the register of the knife
by using screw threads at both ends of this tube. Furthar»
the reaper will not meet with shook loads in cutting as
Bay happen whan cutting grass. The ffletal pitman ahaft and
its end eonneetions are shown in figure 26«
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LABCiiATOHY AND FIEXJ) THIALS
The oonoeptioa of this foaohlne was to perform the
outting of ^:,raln with a better eoonomy of labor end the oon*
dltiona of working shooXd be less Irksome than by the present
psraetloe, A sufficient niimber of trials had to be rim with
this experlittental Baehloe and the objeets of saeh trials are:
!• To determine the optl&om relationship of parts.
2m To determine whether the many mechanisms
Instituted would function Buooessfully*
3* To oheol; the strength requirements which could
not be calculated.
4. To checK whether the performance. In general^ Is
satisfactory.
Laboratory Trials
The ntaehlne was tried In the laboratory on eonerete
floor. The engine was started and by the operation of the
clutches, the sickle bar, the reel and the roller of the
grain conveyor were set In lootlon. Their working was found
satisfactory and no parts needed replaceinent or alteration.
One of tlie objects weis to find out If the maehlne was
bslanoed and If any vibrations would be set up« Theoretical
ealeuletion showed that balsnclng sone of the rotating parts
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vfts neoesaary but la praetioe the amoimt of uobaXanoe waa
found too little* All the neobanlams worked up to expeeta-
tlon. Figure 27 shows the oonpleted reaping naohlne ready
for trial*
Field Trials
All the parts vjero otieoked for proper asseiably and the
bearings were greased. The reaper was run In the shop to
test for proper running. It was taken for a field trial on
July 1947 end tried on the oats field in the college farm*
Oats orop was eonsidered as equlTalent to riee or wheat erop
in the oonditions of the shearing of the steais*
The outting raeohanism operated sisoothly and no elogging
was noticed. Some grains would often olog around the bell
crank lever. A better grain divideri as in combines, seemed
necessary. The speed of the reel was obserred to bo more
than what was suitable. This was reduced to a peripheral
speed of 620 feet per minute by changing the reel pulley to
15 Inches in diameter*
The grain conveyor needed adjustment as it developed a
tendency to slide down to the lower side (that is, the cutter
bar side)* This was recognized due to the rollers being not
in square and by sliding the front roller bearln^^s by one-
half inch laterally, this difficulty was ovorcome. There was
no noticeable slippage of the land Vvheels v^hile vtorking In
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Flgure 27. The Reaping Machine as Completed and Ready
for Trial
r';'
. w.-'i.;
M
Figure 28* The Reaper during the Field Trial
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tbs riold* All the bearings funetlonsd properly*
l^lng the rield trial, it was felt that the aaehine
should be desiened for a oontlnuoos operation* Aceordlng to
the way that it is now built, the reaper has to be stopped
when a bundleful of grain has bean out and deposited on the
oanvas oonTeyor and then the out grain moved to one side*
This can be done by making the motion of the grain conveyor
automatic* A suggestion has been made about this later in
this thesis*
The height of the reel above ground level was about 10
inehes and this was coxisidered unsatisfaetory as the slats
should usually strike the standing grain below the head*
The shoes under the cutter bar were also found to be too low
in height, as tlie guards would usually heed the earth, due
the unevenness of the ground* The shoes were ^de longer, so
that the cutter bar was about 5 inches above ground level*
The reel wes also set above, so that the bottom slat would be
about 20 inches above ground level*
The wooden slats which were riveted to the canvas son-
veyor were causing the conveyor often to eateh to the bolt
heads on the sides of the cutter bar* Also, these wooden
slats were not necessary, as the grain was not being elevated
and it was conveyed on the same level* Hence, canvas vtith
slats was replaced by one without slats* This canvas operated
more snioothly than in the previous case*
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Th» maeMiifi nas taic«a for a aaoond field trial on
J'aly I0« 1947 and triad in tlia eollega farm^ «h»ra tha balght
of tha grain waa Boat auitabla for tha aat height of tha
raal, Tha cutting aetion waa quita i>erfeot, but tha oon-
Tayor did not ooaa up to expectation. It was though that
tha conveying of f:rain to the side would be better, if one
of the Tertioal real supports \vere remodeled.
Ths second trial revealed that the working of the mohine
would be according to the expectations of the design^ but
alight nodificationa in tha position of structural parts ware
naaaasary for aa aaay oonTagriag of tba grain to tha aidaa.
71gura 28 shows the reaping machine during tha aaooad field
trial. Tha method of driving the land wheels at tha rim by
uaing knurled steel rollers was al^jo aatisfactory. The
center point of the v/heels must be accurately set, if there
should be a uniform ^rip and pressure between the wheel rim
and tha knurled surface of the roller. The wear of the tires
by being driven st their rim is probably more than when other
mathoda of drive are adopted. Slight adjustment in the eanter
point of the land whaala nay be aacurad, aa ia cuatomary 1a
bicyala itfiaala.
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DZSCU3SI0N 07 HBSULT3
Maoh of thm d«v«lopiaaat of aerloaltural nadhines aa in
other fields has oome about by alight modlfioatlon of exist*
ing parts and the prooess of modlflootion involves one
functional unit and anticipates to improve any one or nore
a8j>eota of the perforiaanoe of tho machine. But this reaearoh
has resulted in the oombination of existing principles and
features and achieves a function for which aachines are
already in existence* The work cannot be eooplete witiioat
• critical examination to see where the present design falls
short of its proto-types* Such evaluation can be done by
a comparison of the design and operating'; conditions with
jaaohinoa for similar purpose.
A Comperison of the Present Design
with the existing Harvesting: Machines
1« The cutter bar and its driving arren^onent reseoblsfl
la every respeet the mechanism oa a binder or a coiA>ine. It
is siailar to that of a iBower but of lighter eonstruction
and lower speed*
2* An engine supplies power in the present design for
traction as well as other functional units* This principle
is the same as in a aelT-propelled combine but is different
from the grain binders where power is derived from the cTound
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tihrough a bull whoel to actuate tho sioklo bar*
3« The design of the rollers and the canvas conveyor
are based on the saoe principles as in a eooibine or a
grain binder. While the canvasses move eonstantlx in both
the combine and the bii^er, in the present design it aoves
only intermittently*
4* The reel has very little difference from its proto
type machines*
To suiomarize the coitipariBon, the present design of the
reaper has not much similarity with the self-rake reaper,
although its objective is identically the same* It is
alfflost the sane as that part of the eombine which cuts the
grain and elevates the out grain to the concaves, although
in this design the canvas conveyor runs to the sides* The
present design has the same function as the grain binder but
without the tying mechanisia*
Capacity of the Reaper
The Capacity in a ten-hour day in acres for field ma-
given by the product of the width of operation in
feet and the speed of the laaehine in miles per hour* This
is according to Dr. B* O* McKibben (16)* The present design
does not allow continuous operation as the grain conveyor
works interaittently* Making allowance for this factor, it
may be concluded tliat about 4*3 to 5 acres per day is in the
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•aay reaoli ot tba aaobina. Thla reault Is comparable to
the parfoxmaaaa or grain tolndara and la certainly saany tinea
ttia produotloa ot a hand alakle*
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THB POSSIBILITT OK SUOCBSS 0* THE MACHHW
It l0 onfalr to the Indiaii faraer to aake a statement
that "he la not naehlne minded and Btaohine nethoda of pro*
daetion do not appeal to hia". no atteiapta have bean aada
to supply hi& with iaplecients of a size suitable to his needs
and also fitted to the eoonoioio envlronnents* Not eTen
deraonstratlona of maohlne raethods are familiar to hln.
Methods should be devised to bring hone to the farmers the
decided advantages of maehlna methods. Suoh action will
help to overcome unwarranted prejudices against anything new;
«rtiieh« however* raay not be uneoiaBon in farxsera of other
aountriea.
Hew developoenta or Inventiona are the produeta of need*
That need say exist almply beoauae people may desire it.
But that need la really profound if there la a sound, eeo«
nooic reeaon for its exiatence. A powerful sanction of
econonio neoesaity is the driving foxrce in all such success.
Uost of the rice growers in India do not grow lerge
aereagea. It has been estimated that In Bengal an avertige
farmer owns and cultlvatea only 2 to 2-1/2 acres with oobi-
paratively faw farmers operating Bore than 30 aeres at a
atreteh. Suoh an aereage will not uaually warrant the pur-
ehase of any kind of machine. These fermera will have to
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Icaep content with better hand tools as tUo oradla or, at
tha xQOst, cheap and aliaple reaping meohines until suoh time
as aither oooperatiTS ot oollaotiva farming is organized
with a Tiew to Inareasing the extent of aultlTatad land ooder
a single superrision or aanagesient.
TtiB reaearoh yiotk. reported under these pages was under
taken for the purpose of finding^ if possible, a better and
quioker way of harvesting small grain crops. This meant, of
coursei that the initial cost of tha xiaohine, as well as the
operating cost, must be kept as low as possible. The oper*
ating cost of any agricultural maohina can be reduced only
by an inoreaaed annual use of the machine. The reaper which
eaa be used a few days in the season (having 2 to 3 harrest-
ing seasons per year) will act Justify its cost frcsi an
eoonomlo point of view. In the reaper that has been de»
signed, the power unit and the driving frame cost more than
70 per cent of the cost of the entire maohine* The machine
can be put to a larger use if a reaping ottaciuaent could be
built separate, while the engine and its driving frame could
be used for other purposes as cultivating, seeding, etc.
AlthQ^gh the horse power of the engine is not suitable for
plowing, it ean be used for other agricultural operations for
which the engine power is sufficient.
Although this research has been directed towards t2ie
design and developDuint of a reaper, with the advent of a small
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maehlne lUce tiiiSp It Is cUl^o probable that a tlureahins unit
aan be ballt entirely oat of wood with a few steel parts
atilialng the same engine unit* If the power output of the
engine is insoffiolent for the entire threshing^ the opera*
tions should be split up. But sueh investigation is beyond
the soope of this work*
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SCOPE FOR rUHTKSR DIVI^STIGATIONS
A number of improvainenta for this naohlne hare pre*
seated thestaelTes* The reTialon of this original soaotiina
or tbe eoastruetioa of a seeond unit oalla for aeTeral
obangea*
1« In the present design, a reel has been used to de-
fleot the standing grain and feed it to the sickle seotions.
A grain oonveyor works interciittently and is located in-
mediately behind the outter bar. Both these are in oon-»
forznity with existing designs as in the binders and combines^
The old United states reapers had a swingin^t arm whioh per
formed the funotion of both the reel and the conToyor* The
ooaparatiTe jnerits of these alternatlTe proposals have to be
studied in greater detail.
2* The engine and the fraaework oooupy a spaea of 8
feet length times k feet width* Further reduction in dinen^-
aions of the grain conveyor does not seen to be practical*
The engine aiid the two shafts may be arranged to be placed
below the ^ain oonveyor and thus the overall leni^th of the
machine may be reduced to alnost half* The heavy x>arts»
that is the engine, etc*, will be placed nearer the ground
sod will add to the stability of the machine* There nay not
be muoh saving in material* and the design nay be a little
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moro eofflplieated* But the oTerall length Is very muoh ra-
duMd by aueh alteration*
3ft independent naohinea are built and restricted
to the ise of only harrenting, their cost of operation per
acre is bound to be comparatively high* The engine unit may
be used for other purposes when not needed for harresting*
But a more sutlsfactory arran^^eraont would be to design a
harvesting attachment to a standard tractor of low horse
power (such as the Pavld Bfadley junior tractor). Other
attachments as eultivator, seeder, lawn mower, etc*, ere
avftiXable as acoeasories for the present.
4* This experimental machine is not designed for con
tinuous motion. The grains are to be deposited at intervals
in untied bundles. It is this faotor which necessitates
that the lootion of the machine should be stopped at inter
vals. It appears that an automatic laechaniam driven through
the land wheels and actuated by cams can be desifjied to de
posit the grains to the side while the laBchlaQ Is in con
tinuous motion* When this is achieved, the performance of
this maehine will be as eontinuous as any other field ma
chines. This alteration not only increases its capacity but
will certainly malce the machine more welcome by its users.
5. Considerations in design have been limited in this
discussion for thin stems as rice or ^eat. Both these
crops account for about 36 P®r cent of the entire cultivated
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aree* Tho remalnlns area Is under dry cultivation where
grains are grown, l»ttt their steins are auoh thicker and
aore diffiealt to shear. The harresting of the dry and the
vet ealtlTated lands do not oeeur at the sacie tiiae* Also,
the dry crops oan withstand delay in harvesting to a little
jsore time. The usefolness of this ffiaohine will be extended
more than twice if it can be used for harvesting, aoeh dry
crops, also. They may aeed a higher speed of tha siekles and
a suitable oleorance between the sicfcl© and ledger plates,
These require additional investigations*
The possibilities of aalcing this type of machine the
mzoleos for all harvesting porposes seem feasible. The de-
Teloianent of a snail laaohiae, an ell--orop harrester, offers
a great scope*
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sm&Asr
1* Taim Imploments tuiTe retained without cmy laproye-*
Mat traa. primitive times In India*
2# The labor requirement In harveatlng forras a bottle*
neok In eprlcultural operations*
3- The small grain crops of rice and wheat constitute^
on an averagep about 3& per cent of the total cultivated
land in India*
4« Labor shortagea at harvesting^ although pi^valent
aalveraally^ are acre leaealy felt In Irrigated areas, as
Irrigation Is refflonallzed and also more than one crop Is
raised on the same land during a year*
5» Time for harvesting Is very limited and any delayed
action may result In a difference of getting a full yield or
a substantial loss*
6* The sickle Is the only icnown tool of harvesting In
Xadla, although the scythe and cradle, which are More effl*
olant tools, were being used in other eoontrles*
7m Although large scale farming is open to many. It la
practised by few. The side out reaper of the XT* S* type
cannot bo eoonomieally used es a greater part of the cultl*
vated land Is In smell fragments*
8* Machine methods of production Improve the efficiency
of labor and the machine Introduces a very welcome element
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ot fleGciblllty lato prooesseft, tlno for wlilob is rigidly
res^iotod ty the aeaaoa*
9* A onn oan out the graiii of 0«2 eorea at the jnost
In a ten-hour day by tho t£}e of an Indian siolcle*
10. The cutting of grain takee about 16 per oent of the
total labor required for tlie entire process of farming; of
n&all grain crops*
11« An enein»*driTen, skan-weUcing type of grain reaper
was oonaidered as a suitable substitute for the present
Xndinn siolcle, the major eonsideration being to lose no
grain in the coitodenclng out*
12* It was expected that the machine designed should
bo able to cut about four to six eores of grain per day of
ten hours and the out eraixi should bo deposited at regular
intervals on the gro'uid in untied bundlafuls*
13. The reaper that was constructs had every principtJ.
mechanisn that is found in modem binder-s except that for
tying.
14* '&XIB raaper vas tried in the laboratory and field to
find out if it could laset anticipated requirements* The re
sults were found satisfactory*
15.Sonie alterations for further improveaent of this
reaper are suggested*
16* The deTelopioent of a small laaohine such as this, as
an all-crop harveater« offers a great scope under Indian
conditions•
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